Military Secret program presented by Igor Prokopenko; reception good. Figures indicate time in minutes since start of program. A video of the program summarized below can be ordered from FBIS/VSD by calling

[FBIS Log]

1. Presenter starts the program by showing a UFO over Moscow at night. Later he says it was a joke and shows how it was done.

2. Jokes aside, documents from a secret laboratory confirm the existence of UFOs, presenter says. Report on the 1982 incident when UFOs were located by the Soviet missile group in the Carpathians. Video shows a list of servicemen who witnessed UFO. Presenter claims that Russian secret archives still contain detailed description of several hundred UFO cases. A special laboratory was set up to look into cases as such in Mytishchi, near Moscow, in 1988. The laboratory directly reported to the Soviet Army General Staff. The Soviet military managed to develop an extensive classification of...
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UFO cases. Video shows clips of alleged UFO cases. The Mytishchi laboratory no longer exists. Presenter concludes by saying that the report is somewhat unfinished, but he had to cut it short not to be charged with unauthorised disclosure of classified information. [This report was first broadcast 15 Apr 2008; see Item 8 of REN #1-184]

4. 1955 Ads.

5. 1335 Video report from the Baykonur space centre in Kazakhstan. Presenter says that some of the clips shown were taken from the film on military space programmes, made for the country's leaders in the 60s and just recently declassified. Video shows close view of an underground shaft, a 35-year-old footage of Leonid Brezhnev's visit to Baykonur. Potpourri of old black-and-white and 2001 colour clips showing missile launches follows. Video also shows devastation at the launching grounds and camels wandering around. [Edited version of this report was first broadcast 2 October 2008 -- see Item 5 of REN #1-185]


7. 2225 Presenter says that people with unstable psycho should not watch the next item. It deals with the knife as a universal weapon of any army and any state. Sergey from Russian spetsnaz gives explanations of so-called Philippines-style knife combat. [This report was first broadcast 15 Apr #1; see REN #1-117]

8. 2830 Presenter signs off with a warning not to repeat what has just been shown.

9. 2955 End of programme.
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